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Alaska Wildfires and Sea Ice

Part 1: Explaining the Headlines and Elder Claims
Last class period we investigated claims from headlines and elders. Look back at your observation table from

yesterday. Are these claims from the headline and the elders, or do they have different causes? Are these

headline claims and elder claims also related to our other case sites? Answer the questions below to help

determine if these changes are related, and what their potential cause could be.

Alaskan Headline Claims Alaskan Elder Claims

Alaska is experiencing bad wildfires.
It is dry and hot in the arctic.  

Older, multi-year ice is disappearing.
There is less sea ice than before.
There is more water where the sea ice should be.
Temperatures are increasing.

Communicate Claims and
Evidence

Your Explanation:

What do you think is
happening to cause the
headline claims below:

Alaska is
experiencing bad
wildfires.
It is dry and hot in
the arctic.

How does the data from
last class period support
your ideas?

What do you think is
happening to cause the
elder claims below?

Older, multi-year
ice is disappearing.
There is less sea ice
than before.
There is more
water where the
sea ice should be.

How does the data from
last class period support
your ideas?
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Part 2: Explaining the Connection Between Wildfires and Sea
Ice

The increasing wildfires and decreasing sea ice claims can appear to be very different phenomena. How
might the loss in sea ice phenomenon be related to the wildfire phenomenon? Write a clear and
convincing explanation to others to (1) explain how or why the disappearing sea ice is related to wildfires
and (2) support the how or why with evidence.

Do you think these changes will continue to occur in the future? Use data from the graphs to support your
answer.
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